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 @book{Holland_Jenkins_2019a, address={Edinburgh}, edition={Third edition},
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437093}, publisher={Mosby}, author={Lissauer, Tom and Clayden, Graham and
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 @book{Neven_2010, address={London}, title={Core principles of assessment and
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child and family wellbeing}, publisher={Routledge}, author={Neven, Ruth Schmidt},
year={2010} }    
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publisher={Routledge}, author={Neven, Ruth Schmidt and Neven, Ruth Schmidt},
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 @book{Sully_Dallas_Sully_2010a, address={Edinburgh}, edition={2nd ed},
title={Essential communication skills for nursing and midwifery}, volume={Essential skills
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url={https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/essence-of-care-2010},
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 @book{Holland_Jenkins_2019b, address={Edinburgh}, edition={Third edition},
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 @misc{The Code for nurses and midwives, url={http://www.nmc.org.uk/standards/code/}
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 @misc{Standards for medicines management,
url={http://www.nmc.org.uk/standards/additional-standards/standards-for-medicines-man
agement/} }    

 @misc{NMC Record keeping: Guidance for nurses and midwives,
url={https://www.nmc.org.uk/standards/code/record-keeping/} }    

 @misc{Guidance on professional conduct for nursing and midwifery students,
url={http://www.nmc.org.uk/education/becoming-a-nurse-or-midwife/when-studying-to-be-
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 @misc{Asthma UK | Home, url={http://www.asthma.org.uk/} }    

 @misc{Malnutrition and Nutritional Care in the UK - BAPEN,
url={http://www.bapen.org.uk/} }    

 @misc{BNF August 2015, url={http://www.evidence.nhs.uk/formulary/bnf/current} }    

 @misc{BNF for Children August 2015,
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 @misc{Department of Health - GOV.UK,
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url={http://www.nice.org.uk/}, publisher={NICE} }    
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 @misc{NHS Diabetes commissioning documents & guidance - Diabetes UK,
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 @misc{British Lung Foundation - Leading the fight against lung disease,
url={https://www.blf.org.uk/Home} }
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